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styles. Lee created a unique philosophical perspective that deals

wFfffitHThe Dawning of a New Era
By lohn

as it is - in its totality.
Bruce Lee was a passionate individualist. He wrote in praise
of "the artist of life" who lives by the judgment of his own
mind, and who is willing to stand alone against tradition and
popular opinion. His philosophy of personal liberation rejects
the ethics of blind obedience and external authority. He urged
human beings to hold themselves and their lives as their highest
values, and to live by the code of the free individual: selfreliance, integrity, quality, compassion and productive effort.
Bruce Lee's teachings celebrate the power of human
potential - in all capacities. They provide an intellectual,
emotional and spiritual foundation for meaningful and
enduring standards of truth and quality. Upholding the use of
reason as an adjunct to determining both vaiues and the means
to pursue them, Bruce Lee's teachings honor human
achievement - from the parent, the spouse and businessman to
the scientist, the philosopher and the artist: all are the

with living life

Little

Director, Bruce Lee Educational Foundation

benefactors of mankind.
Bruce Lee was a champion of individual rights and
individual development, both of which stress the sovereignty of
the individual as an end in himself; and yet he also spoke to
something deeper - of the commonality of all human beings
and of the removal of artificial barriers to brotherhood such as
nationality, ethnicity and class structure so that people can live
together peaceably, by voluntary trade, as independent equals.

The teachings of Bruce Lee are set to hit the world in a big
way as we stand on the threshold of the 2lst Century.

"He was a teacher first of all. He taught philosophy and
tried to spread knowledge and wisdom...The integrity with
which Bruce lived his life and tried to uphold what he
believed to be right - that is a clear example of how it
ought to be done. No matter what it is you're doing, do it
with total honesty and total dedication. He definitely
influenced me."
l(nlssrn Abdul-Iabbar (NBA Superstar)

-

In his films The Way of the Dragon and Enter the Dragon,
and in his nonfiction works such as Artist of Life and Digest of
Striking Thoughts (forthcoming from Tuttle Publishing), Bruce
Lee revealed that personal freedom is obtainable for all ofus right now - beyond the confines of systems, organizations and
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People from all over the world look to Bruce Lee as being
an innovator, philosopher, social activist and artist par
excellence.
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Millions of movie goers have been inspired by the vision of
life they've seen in Bruce Lee's films. Scholars are now
exploring the trails he blazed in philosophy and other fields.
His principled defense of self-actualization has drawn new
adherents to the cause of personal liberation.

era of information

about "The Little
Dragon" and his
teachings. We are glad

that you'll be with us.
As Bruce Lee once
said:

The Bruce Lee Educational
Foundation
Bruce Lee's revolutionary philosophy has created a growing
community of people who wish to study its insights, Iive by its
principles, and expand its cultural impact. The Bruce Lee
Educational Foundation (the Foundation) was established in
1999 to address the needs of this community. The Foundation
is advancing Bruce Lee's teachings as a basis for practical
knowledge, social progress, and personal happiness.
The Foundation offers a host of programs for students,
scholars, and the general public. As an educational
organization based on a philosophy of self-knowledge and selfhelp, the Foundation conducts its activities in an atmosphere
of free and open inquiry. At Bruce Lee Educational Foundation
conferences, students of Bruce Lee's art, science and philosophy
from around the world will be able to expand their knowledge
and exchange insights with leading thinkers and activists.
Among the events we are planning are international
expositions and seminars, to be held each year in a different
country, thereby allowing everyone access to Lee's teachings
and example of individual human achievement.
We are also planning special summer conferences, in
addition to our ultimate goal of creating "The Bruce Lee
Center," a permanent home for Bruce's existing artifacts that
would be properly preserved and placed on display for the
inspiration and edification of everyone with an interest in his
life, art and philosophy. For decades there has been "talk" that
"there should be a Bruce Lee museum" - now, we are taking
active strides to make this a reality.
The Bruce Lee Educational Foundation will also be
organizing special events, such as organized trips to work sites
that played a significant role in the history of Bruce's life and in
the evolution ofhis thought. Presentations on how to apply
Bruce Lee's teachings to personal life issues will include such
topics as goal-setting, relationships, ethical issues in business,
the scourge of racism, the joy of raising children, and Bruce's
insights into psychological and spiritual growth. Experts in
these areas of Bruce's thought will provide insights into his
material in lectures and workshops and through the
Foundation's magazine and this newsletter, in addition to
offering meaningful educational courses on audio tape, which
will soon be available through the JFJKD mail-order division.
As these and other exciting developments are realized, you
will learn of them first through the pages of Knowing Is Not
Enough, the official newsletter of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do/Bruce
Lee Educational Foundation. The most exciting chapter in the
history of Bruce Lee's magnificent legacy is just now starting to
unfold. As we stand on the threshold of the "Year of the
Dragon" (i.e., the year 2000), it is comforting to realize that we
are also knocking on the door of what will truly be the greatest
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"My friend, do
think of the past in
terms of those
memories of events

and
accomplishments
which were
pleasant,

rewarding and
satisfying. The
present? Well,
think of it in terms
of challenges and

opportunities, and
the rewards
available for the

application of
your talents and

Bruce Lee's principled defense of
self-actualization has drawn new
adherents to the cause of personal
liberation.

for the future, that is a time and a place where
every worthy ambition you Possess is within your grasp:'
energies. As

The Bruce Lee Educational Foundation is a tax-exempt, 501 (C) (3)
educational organization. Its programs are funded by participants through
tuition and attendance fees, and by contributions from individuals,
corporations, and foundations. Contributions are deductible in
accordance

with the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. Thx receipts will be

provided for all contributors. The Foundation's membership program
aliows individuals to invest in the future of Bruce Lee's art and philosophy.
We invite you to join with us today, by completing and returning the
accompanying card-or by calling I -559-298-5553.

The Bruce Lee Educational Foundation:
10400 Overland Road, Suite 275, Boise, Idaho 83709.
Visit us on the web at: www.Bruceleefoundation.com
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THE "KNOWING IS NOT ENOUGH'' INTERVIEW
This Month: fesse Glover
Interview ConductedbY TommY Gong
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Jesse Glover, FookYoung and Steve Smith.

Glover was Bruce Lee's first student. He has conducted
seminars throughout the wodd for the past twenty years' His
contributions to the lun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus as a resource
consultant are invaluable in relayingLee's earlier training
methods. In this interview, Jesse Glover recalls a young,
impressionable, determined Bruce Lee in the early formative years
of his art.
Iesse

-1.G.How ilid you meet Bruce Lee?
I had taken a trip to California with a couple of friends to
sell magazines. My real Purpose in going to California was to
track down James Lee, the author of a Kung Fu book that a
fellow fudoka Leroy Porter had showed me. A second reason
was to look up Paul Pung, whose picture was on the back cover
of Iames Lee's book. Earlier I had read an interesting article
about Gung Fu in a magazine article. \Mhen Leroy showed me
Iames Lee's book and said that he had been his student' I
bugged him until he showed me some of the material that he
had learned. By the time that Leroy completed his
demonstration I was convinced that I had to learn more about
Gung Fu. Later when I learned that tr'vo of my friend's were
going to the bay area on a sales trip' I talked them into taking

me along. I didn t sell many magazines on the trip but I did get
to meet James Lee and Paul Pung' My meeting with both men
was memorable. I saw and experienced new and exciting
things. Years later the same James Lee that I met in 1959
became Bruce's student and assistant instructor in Oakland'
\.\4ren I returned to Seattle I told a fellow ludo player'
Charlie Woo, about my trip to California and he told me that
there was going to be a Gung Fu demonstration in Chinatown'
I told Ed Hart about the demonstration and he agreed to go
with me. The demonstration was put on by members of the
Chinese Youth Club. Fook Young was the Sifu of the club and
Bruce Lee was one of the club's star performers. When Ed and I

left the demonstration I was more determined than ever to
learn Gung Fu. A few days later I discovered that Bruce and I
attended the same school and that we traveled the same path to
there. After going through various schemes about how to best
approach him, I decided that I would walk up to him and ask if
he would teach me. \\4ren I asked him about instruction he
asked me if I had a place where we could train. I told him that
I shared an apartment with two other people and that we could
train there. He said no one else could be around while we were
training. When I said that I would make sure that no one was
around when he taught me, Bruce said that he would teach me'
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Chinese opera star and he taught Bruce material from Red
Boat Wing Chun, the Southern Preying Mantis and other
styles.
You spent a lot of time iloing sticking hands (Chi Sao)
with Bruce Lee. How would you compare Bruce's Chi Sao to
that of traditional Wng Chun and how do you compare your

Chris Sutton and Jesse Glover

What kinil of Person was Bruce?
Well, pretty charismatic, laughed a lot, joked a lot, very
likable if he liked you. He was the only person I ever knew who
could make any statement about martial arts and back it up. By
1962 Bruce was far ahead of his time in terms of his Gung Fu

ability.
You were Bruce Lee's

first student. What iliilhe

teach you?

He taught me techniques from Wing Chun, Preying
Mantis, Thi Chi, Ba Gwa, Eagle Claw, Hung Gar and the Tiger.
He also taught me footlvork, closing techniques, sticking
hands, straight punching, closing attacks, kicking attacks and
some wrist and arm locks. The most valuable thing that Bruce
taught me was how to bring the various aspects of my life
together into a workable structure. One that is flexible and
allows for constant change.

How much of a role diil Bruce's seniors in Wng Chun,
Wong Shun Leung and Wlliam Cheung play in his
ilevelopment as a martial artist?
I know Bruce ran around with William Cheung. He always
talked about William Cheung as having the most potential of
anyone in Yip Man's Wing Chun clan. Bruce also said that
Wong Shun Leung was the clan s best fighter. When I watch
Wong move on video it is easy to see the strong influence that
he had on Bruce's development. Wong Shun Leung was Bruce's
primary teacher. He talked Bruce through his first Gung Fu
match and taught him the properties of water that Bruce loved
to talk about. In the relationship between William Cheung and
Bruce, William was a fighter and Bruce followed him around to
learn how he won his fights. I am sure that Bruce learned
something from William but he learned a lot more from Wong
Shun Leung. Bruce also learned techniques and ideas from Yip
Man and some of the other senior clan members.
Bruce used to talk about Hung Gar and other systems. One
of the first forms that I learned from Bruce was from the
Hung. In Seattle, Bruce continued his study of Gung Fu with
Fook Young. Fook Young was a friend of Bruce's father and he
drove Bruce to Seattle from San Francisco. FookYoung was a

version of Chi Sao to Bruce's anil trailitional Wing Chun's?
When I met Bruce I thought that all Wing Chun men stuck
hands Like he did. After I had been sticking for a while I tried it
with several traditional Wing Chun people. What I discovered
was that they didn t feel arything Like Bruce. Bruce's sticking
was based on a moderate amount of pressure and a lot of speed.
He had an uncanny way of detecting impending movement and
reacting to it in a way that prevented it from happening. This
isn't something that everyone can develop. I use a lot more
pressure that Bruce. \Mhen I was on the receiving end of Bruce's
Chi Sao it felt like he was using a lot more pressure than he was.
This misconception led me down a different path than the one
that Bruce followed. Pressure based sticking makes it easier for
the average person to learn sticking hands.
You were in the fortunate position to witness Bruce Lee's
transition from his Wing Chun roots. What were some of the
reasons

for abaniloningWng Chun?

I think that Bruce just out grew what he considered to be
the structure of Wing Chun and gradually came to regard it as
a closed system. I also think that a case could be made that
Bruce never really left the Wing Chun system but only stretched
its structure. Many of the things that are attributed to Bruce
came from Wong Shun Leung who was Bruce's last teacher in
Hong Kong and the best fighter in Yip Man's Wing Chun clan.
Many of the things that Bruce learned were based on Wong's
experiences as a fighter. In Bruce's later years he stopped
teaching sticking hands but he is on video during this period

using this technique. Sticking hands is
Was Bruce experimenting

a

Wing Chun technique.

with other martial arts in

Seattle?
Bruce played with material from many Gung Fu styles. The
ones that I remember were the Southern and Northern Mantis'
feet Kune, Pa Gwa, Thi Chi, Hung, Eagle Claw, Choy Li Fut,
Hsing Yi, boxing and Judo. During this period Bruce was
heavily into various aspects of classical Gung Fu systems. Some
of the material that he took from these systems stayed in his
neural system and other material was discarded.

turn to criticism
than a year later.
During that period, one of Bruce's habits was to hype
something to the maximum and a few days, weeks or months
Iater, reverse his position on it having value.
You witnessed Bruce's interest in forms

less

How did Bruce view the soft styles of Gung Fu when you
met him? Did the Yin and Yang play a part in his view of
these arts?

\Mhen I first met Bruce he said that the soft styles were the
best ones. He thought that they contained the most valuable
secrets. He loved to talk about the philosophical basis of Tai
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Chi, Hsing Yi and
Pa Gwa and

extolled the
masters of these
arts. He believed
that there were
masters in the
soft arts that were
equal to or better
than the best
people in his
Wing Chun clan
were. The Yin and
Yang provided

Bruce with a way
to contrast
everl'thing, hard
fesse Glover in Germany.

vs. soft, fast vs.

slow and circle vs.
straight line. He
thought about the idea of the Yin and Yang all the time and
believed that it related to everything. \'Vhen I met him the Ichingwas his major source of guidance, inspiration and
motivation. Tiying to turn the ideas of the Yin and Yang and Iching in to a reality, for him, was central to the path he

followed.
What was Bruce like as a fighter?
Ed Hart and I were at one of Bruce fights. We were
astonished by his speed in ending the fight. Bruce told me
about fights in Hong Kong where he had employed the same
quickness to win. At the time of the Seattle fight Bruce was still
heavily into the Wing Chun concept of waiting for the
opponent to attack. Later he changed this idea and carried the
attack to his opponent. Bruce had a thing about domination.
He didn't want to be dominated by anything or anyone.
You wrote that before his match with the Karate man in
Seattle, Bruce displayed a lot of restraint and self-control
before finally accepting the challenge.
Yes, Bruce did show a lot of restraint and self control before
he finally accepted the challenge. He walked away from the guy
several times and declined different invitations to fight but the
guy finally wore out his patience, at that point he just wanted
to pound the guy's head.
Were you able to speak with Bruce after his match with
the Gung Fu man in Oakland?
I did talk to Bruce after the match and described what had
happened and what he had learned from the fight. What he
learned was that some people could retreat from an attack with
the same speed that he could launch an attack. This showed
him the need to greatly increase his cardiovascular fitness and
his punching power. He said that he was hitting the back of his
opponent's head throughout the encounter but the speed of the
opponent's retreat negated the effect of his punches. We spent
three or four hours at a birthday party at Linda's mother's
house talking about this fight and his new training methods.
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Weren't you and your hrother the ones who filled Bruce's
grave?
We weren't the only ones. Fook Young also threw some dirt
on the coffin. It didn't seem right that Bruce should be buried
by strange hands so we took the shovels from the workers and
filled the grave. It was a very sad event for us, but it seemed like
the right thing to do, so that's what we did.
Your own ilevelopment in martial arts leil to the theory of
the one shot punch with a backup system. Please elaborate...
It isn't just my theory, that was what Bruce told me to do.
He said it wood be good to end a fight with a single punch.
What I came up with is a power punch that anybody can learn.
I based it on a punch that former hea.,yweight champion of the
world, Floyd Patterson used to use. A11 of the boxing critics said
that Patterson's punch was a bad punch but he just kept
knocking out his opponents with it. Usually after not too much
practice people can learn to hit surprisingly hard with this
punch. My goal has always been to give the average student
weapons that they can use rather quickly. If a person starts
learning on a particular day I would like to see him or her leave
the class better prepared that when they came in. The big

punch that I teach is
something that allows
this. The punch works
equally well for women
and small men, two
groups that are often
neglected by many
martial arts instructors.
The backup system is
straightblast and other
combinations, closing,
sticking, chasing,
trapping and low kicks.
Blocking is practiced
but only to be used as a
last resort.

What ilo you think fess Glover (left) was Bruce Lee's
(right) first student in America'
of the goals and the
efforts ofthe lun Fan
Ieet Kune Do Nucleus?
I hope that the Nucleus is able to carry out its stated goals.
I think that in order to do this it must remain a non-profit
organization. I certainly can't see anything wrong with people
who were taught by Bruce or his students coming together to
perpetuate their version ofhis teachings. I use the term
versions because I don't think that it is possible for anyone to
present an exact replica of Bruce's technique. It is my hope that
the Nucleus prevails in its attempt to pass on insights into the
process that Bruce called Jeet Kune Do. Jeet Kune Do is not a
system, it is Bruce Lee's evolutionary process. If Bruce were
alive it would still be evolving, so keep moving in that

direction.
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fun Fan feet Kune Do Merchandise
T-shirts: Logo otr front dJun Fan feet Kune Do printed under logo & "The Authentic Teachings Of Bruce Lee" printed on back. White dRed
logo & Black Print or Black dGold logo and Print.
Price: \A/hite T-shirt - $13.00 + S&H, Black T-shirt - $14.00 + $4.00 S&H
4|so For A Limited Time Only - The 3rd Annual JFJKD Seminar T-shirt (supplies are very limited) Price : $20.00 + S&H
Sizes: M, L, XL & XXf (add $2.00 for XXL) Note: Special seminar T-shirt does not come in XXL.
Bruce Lee Postcard Set: Boxed set of 6 different postcards of Bruce Lee during his Seattle days. Price: $10.00 & $3.00 S&H.
Pins: 3 different sryles - Blue background dred & gold finish, all gold finish and for a limited time only Black, Gold and Teal -3rd Annual
Seminar pin Price: $5.00 each plus $1.00 S&H
Medallion - This beautifully boxed JKD necklace makes a great gift. Whether it's for that someone special or a present for yourself. Walk On
inscribed on back. (Limited Supply) Price: $10.00 & $2.00 S&H.

Newsletter Back lssues: We currently have all back issues except for Vol. 1 Issue 2. Price: $10.00 & $2.00 S&H.
3rd Annual Seminar & Banquet Program Book - This 24-page program is packed firll with stories about Bruce and Brandon, from

the

people who knew and loved them. This is one you won't want to miss. (Limited Supply) Price: $12.00 & $2.00 S&H.

Signed 3rd Annual Seminar & Banquet Program Book - Above program signed by Linda Lee, John Little and more. (Very limited
supply) Price: $30.00 & $2.00 S&H.
Gift Memberships: If you have enjoyed being a fun Fan Jeet Kune Do member, you can now give that gift to someone else' We will send a
membership packet and a letter stating whom the gift is from. Price: $35.00
Est. Delivery Time: U.S. - 4 to 6 weeks, Foreign - 10 to 14 weeks (all foreign orders add an additional $3.00 S&H)
To order send check oI money order to: |un Fan Jeet Kune Do, P.O. Box 1390, Clovis' CA 93613-1390
Name (to)

Address

CttylStatelZip

Country

From (if gift)

Items Ordered
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send check or money order

to: Planet Earth

Productions ,-t\
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35o Bay street, Suite#loo-345, San Francisco, CA 94133 uxivl-niN
For credit card oiders call (41 5) 7bs-013s Fax (415) 956-9262
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Bruce Lee's "Commentaries on the Martial Way"

-

Part lV

&
?

In our last

lssae

o/Knowing

is

Not Enough we concluded Bruce
writings on "Distance" from
Volume One of his multi-volume
opr.rs, "Commentaries on the
Martial Waf' This issue, we will be
presenting Bruce's writings on
Balance in combat - both in stance
and in movement. In addition, we
Lee's

will learn of Bruce

Lee's thoughts

with regard to our center

of gravity,
that
Bruce
as well as a training aid
recommended for the improvement

of one's balance.
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Balance - both in executing techniques (above) or in
defending against techniques (below) - was a factor not
neglected by Bruce Lee in cultivating his "art of expressing
the human body."
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"Without balance,ATALLTlME, [a fighter] can never be effective." - Bruce Lee
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THE WISDOM OF BRUCE LEE
"Thinking 360-Degrees"
By Stirling Silliphant
Compiledby John Little

I finally aSked Bruce, "I now feel confident that
I can defend myself with my hands and feet, but
what happens if I fight a guy armed with a knife?
\A/hat happens with a gun, and so on?" We got into
the whole area of meeting armed assailants. Bruce
.g,p;we1ed all,of my questions, showing me what he
ved !o be the proper responses in each case
king it all highly enjoyable besides.
happened to excel during a lesson he'd say,
we'll work out with a knife." The
hand me a knife and say,
would
il,B1uce
me...because that's the only way you're
tg:,t81.1&qrn what I'm about to teach you."Well,
: I'd been a damn good fencer I figured I'm
t;
$ing sti;k this guy, right? So I took the knife
and started doing some real fancy stuff,
brandishing the blade and two-hand switching like
I was raised in the barrio. Forget it! Bruce would
either kick me in the head, the hand, the leg, or
anpvhere he wanted
else kick the damn knife
at will! I mean, I got nowhere with him. So I
see the wisdom of his combat psychology.
"The guy who's got the knife is at a
vantage. He will clearly lose the fight," Bruce
said confidentJy. "The reason is very simple.
Psychologically, he only has one weapon. His
:;"thinking is therefore limited to the use of that single
: weapon. You, on the other hand, are thinking about

l::i&
riiS

,:s

I
L

n

rr.11l;1' all your weapons: your hands, elbows, knees, feet,
j60-degrees around him.
,.,.g1*XAa You're thinking
;;l;;;;;;,,,;.Maybe yttu're considering some form of escape,like
knife. Now he might
::,::::|l,'l..::,::::runnin7.,,He's only got a lousy
it'at you. Let him. You still have a chance to
void it, block it, or he may miss you. You've gor all
advantages when you think about it."
the same thing applies to some other
I wouldn't want to fight a good cat with

some of that stuff, you know? Forget it; I'm going
out the back door! But take a guy with the average
ick, plank or club. Bruce would laugh at him.
ruce once told me, "He's holding something with
,o hands. I mean, what's he going to do: swing,
rust, jab? He's got a problem. l\hat's he going to
' with his feet? He'll be ofl-balance if he holds the
'tries to kick you. That's his disafuiantage."
urce: Stirling Silliphant inlerviewed by John Corcoran

:rr',l:jiiiihi:mrgazine article entitled "One-On-One with Stirling
Silliphant," published in "Martial Arts Legends," ]anuary

According to Bruce Lee, ifyou are able to think"350 degrees around your
opponent then you've got all the advantages" in a combative situation.
t0
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1999 3RD ANNUAL SEMINAR &
BRUCE AND BRANDON LEE MEMORIAL BANQUET
By Tammy Ledda
to see such a mix of people from various
backgrounds and nationalities all come

p-f-

Y,

#e$

together.
In the spirit of Bruce, we ended the
tour with a stop at a wonderful Chinese
restaurant for dinner, where we mingled
and relaxed. Thking in all of the day's
events and taking time to chat with
various Nucleus members.
The next morning started bright and
early with the first session starting at 8:00
am. The first day's agenda were classes
taught by the Seattle Instructors. As well
as one class focusing on Bruce Lee's
personal philosophy and training
methods and a few sessions later in the
day taught by the Los Angeles Instructors.
The workouts covered many topics from
state of mind to footwork.
There was also a question and answer
room, where the participants were able to

Check in at the 3rdAnnual Seminar.

ask various Nucleus members questions
regarding a variety of subjects, from
Bruce's philosophies, diet, weight lifting routines and much
more. Nucleus members and personal friends of Bruce's shared
their experiences in both training and time spent with Bruce.

The Event started off on Friday afternoon, April 23rd, with
tour of some of the landmarks from Bruce Lee's days in
Seattle. After checking in, most of the participants'set off on
the tour. All told, it took five full size buses to accommodate
everyonel It was an amazingly beautiful day in Seattle and
a

perfect for sightseeing.
The tour consisted of several momentous Bruce Lee sights:
The church where Bruce and Linda were married, Bruce's first
schools, the University of Washington where Bruce studied
Philosophy. (This was also where Bruce first asked Linda for a
date while working out by the pillarsl)
The tour concluded with a stop at Lakeview cemetery
where Bruce and Brandon are buried, to pay our respects. We
collectively had a moment of silence in remembrance of the
two great men, who have touched all our lives. It was amazing
FJKD member David Cox (right) spoke to the philosophy
group, discussing a lesson he learned from Bruce Lee while
the two were driving from Los Angeles to Long Beach in the
late 1960s, while Linda Lee Cadwell (center) and John Little
(left) listened.

f

This was a great experience for participants who were able to
ask long awaited questions and one of the highest scored
sessions of the weekend according to the seminar
questionnaire. Everyone enjoyed the chance to get to know
more about Bruce Lee the Philosopher and the man.
Saturday evening ended with the Bruce and Brandon
Memorial Banquet, where we had a lovely Prime Rib or
Salmon dinner, depending on your preference.

One of the many workout sessions.
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..NEWSWORTHY NOTES''
our members informed'
This will be an ongoing column dedicated to keeping
you like what this organization is doing' tell a friend' We
limited'
do not advertise very much, so public awareness is
us grow
helps
what
it's
but
do'
to
lot
It may not seem like a
donations'
through
is
way
Another
and keeps us going.
donation is
IFIKD i; a Non-Profit organization and your
but very
Last'
appreciated'
much
tax deductible and very
to hear
love
would
We
input'
and
important, is your ideas
what
us'
about
like
you
do
What
your ideas and feedback'

lnstructor's List Updates - Due to the growing size of the

in
Instructors List, we will no longer be able to print the list
in
and
the newsletter. We have a limited amount of space
to make
an effort to put out a qualrty newsletter, we want
sure we

fill

as

much of that space as possible with

a number
will
list
of updates since the last newsletter, and since the
inserted
have
,ro lorrg.. be printed in future newsletters, we
that
an Inst"ructori titt fly.. in this issue only' We know
find
to
there is a strong desire among many of our readers
on
an instructor in JFJKD, so for future information
Instructors of IFJKD, we have made a list available for you
list by
at the IFJKD office. You may obtain an up to date
(559)
calling
sending your request to the IFIKD office or by
on
298-5553.We will also have an up to date list available

information on Bruce Lee. Since there have been

for
do we need to improve? Your input is a valuable tool
for
thanks
our
have
You
our growth and improvement'
youicontinued support and encouragement' :)

.

BLER something new! - BLEF is the acronym for the
you
BRUCE LEE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION' As
the
may have noticed on the front cover or throughout
is
BLEF
line'
newsletter BLEF has been added to our name
give
to
an important part of the IFJKD' We always strive
Bruce
yoo, o-n, -.-b"r, the most complete picture of who
THE
Lee was. The BLEF is an important part of that'
center
BRUCE LEE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION is the
Bruce
of
for the advancement of the authentic teachings
physical
Lee in the fields of philosophy, sociolo gy, art and
a
factfitness. In addition' The Foundation serves as
the
checking source for research and data pertaining to
historicll aspects of Bruce Lee's life, art and philosophy'

our web site at |KD'com.
NewMerchandise - We have some great new items in this
issue. Be sure to check it out!

3rdAnnual Seminar and Memorial Banquet - WOW' what

a greatweekend. If you were there, you know what

m-emorable event it was. If you missed it, be sure to
write of the Event in this issue.

a
see

the

And don t *or.y, there are no additional forms to fill out'

a
no additional fee to send, since the JFJKD and BLEF are
you
gives
of the same organization, your memb^ership
part
-access
to information provided by both' If you have any
questions about the JF]KD/BLEF please call the office at
(5s9) 2e8-sss3.

Next Annual Event - Next year's Event is scheduled for Las
more
Vegas, around the same time of year' We will have
next
the
in
Event
years
next
information regarding
Newsletter. Start planning now, it's going to be awesome'
- We would like to know your
thoughts and ideas for next years Event' Please send us
your suggestions to the main JFIKD office in Clovis'

We needyour

input

.

Many, Many Thanks - We would like to express our sincere
gratiiude to all those wonderful volunteers who helped
*ittt tttit years Event. Your efforts truly made this an
outstanding event. Special thanks to Abe Santos who did
an excellent job coordinating' Perry Lee who was
responsible for the outstanding souvenirs, Mike Hilow and
the security staff and all the fabulous souvenir and
registration helpers. We could not have done it without all

Seminar UPdates
Ted Wong Seminar-Vancouver, Canada
August 14-15,1999
Contact: Robert Currie
Tel: (60a) n0-00L2
Ted Wong Seminar-Montreal' Canada

October 16-17,1999
Contact: Patrick Chan
Tel: (514) 766-3375
E-mail: thetao@usa.net
For more info on uPcoming IFJKD
Events visit our website at |KD'com'

ofyou. Thanks!
"How can I h"lP'? - I hear this so often' The

encouragement and support all of you show is so
wonderful. I know many of you have said, "I want to do
we
more, what are some ways I can help"? One of the ways
really depend on our members for' is word of mouth'

If

column'
anyone would like to contribute information to this

write to:
JFJKD, PO Box 1390, Clovis,

If
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